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markwik thermostatic - sequential bib
healthcare 

Panel mounted bib mixer tap with integral thermostat, single
sequential lever, single flow fixed horizontal nozzle. Sequential
operation ensures both hot and cold water is drawn on each
use, long lever gives precise control.

Designed for high and low pressure.

Insulated technology keeps the ‘hot’ side of the mixer at a safe
surface temperature.

A safer replacement for old style "swan neck" twin lever mixers
whenever refurbishment or repair is required to existing facilities.

Armitage Shanks

For use in medical and healthcare 

TMV3 approved with front access for 
D 08 auditing and servicing

Fits into existing panel tap holes

Eliminates need for premixed water

Isolation and check valves included

Illustrated
S8243AA Markwik 1⁄2in
integral thermostat, bib
mixer, single sequential
lever, single flow horizontal
outlet, 2 x 1⁄2in inlets

Weight
3.6kg

Options
S8239NU Sterilisation kit
for Markwik thermostatic
mixers
S8214 Markwik, purging
tool (re-usable) for S8243 

Special notes 
Single lever operates
on/off and temperature
control.

Suitable for high and low
pressure systems.
Unique hot water
sterilisation feature using
built-in cleansing features
and the bridging hose to
flush through the whole
tap with very hot water.
Eliminates water
retention associated with
‘Swan Neck’ designs.
Point of delivery
thermostat eliminates
stagnant warm water
trapped between an inline
TMV* and the fitting.

*Any existing TMV would
need to be removed when
replacing with our integral
thermostat mixer. 
Panel mounted with front
servicing to simplify D 08
auditing and servicing.

Especially suitable 
for use in conjunction
medium and large  basins
or sinks in connection with
medical/nursing
procedures
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TMV Thermostatic Mixing
Valve Scheme approved
Meeting the requirements
of the NHS Model
Engineering Specification -
D 08 for Type 3 valves
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For latest prices and delivery to your door visit MyTub Ltd - 0845 303 8383 - www.mytub.co.uk - info@mytub.co.uk


